DATA SHEET
SCENE PLATE REMOTE

The ecoLUX ‘Hand held Scene Plate’
remote performs the functions of a scene
set control plate. This is used with our
plug in and hardwired control modules to
control different lighting groups at
different levels as well as some other
non-lighting functions, such as electric
blinds.
Working with any scene set control plate,
the seven buttons on this remote mimic
the buttons on the scene set control
plate. Using the remote you can call
Scenes 1 - 4, Raise, Lower, and Off. The
Off button can also be programmed to a
scene value. By pressing and holding
buttons 1 - 4 you call scenes 5 - 8.
The remote requires no commissioning,
but it requires a programmed scene set
control plate to work with.
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DATA SHEET
REMOTE PIR CONTROLLER

The ecoLUX PIR Remote Control is
highly flexible and communicates with the
lighting control network through a PIR.
Upto 8 buttons can be configured to do
any control task that can be performed by
the PIR from scene changes, over rides
or dimming, to heating or window blinds.
The PIR Remote can be programmed
with an address from 1 to 16 so that it is
tied uniquely to a particular PIR and will
not interfere with or communicate
through any other PIR. In an open plan
office environment, for instance, the remote will only control a particular zone
and will not interfere with lights in an
adjacent area.
The remote can be supplied with a custom
label so that if one button was
programmed to, say, turn on the heating,
this function would be marked as such on
the label. Also, if fewer functions than 4
were required then buttons would simply
be eliminated from the label graphics.
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